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1. Introduction
Argumentation is an important cognitive capacity for handling conflicting infor-
mation, viewpoints, opinions, etc. This has led to a number of interesting lines
of research in artificial intelligence, and allied fields, leading to the emergence of
computational models of argument as a promising research field.
Abstract argumentation is now established as a formalism that provides many
important insights into the nature of argumentation. A situation involving argu-
mentation can be represented by a directed graph. Each node represents an argu-
ment, and each arc denotes an attack by one argument on another. Such a graph
can then be analyzed to determine which arguments are acceptable according to
some general criteria. This was originally proposed in the seminal paper by Dung
(1995), and it has led to a large number of papers that have explored properties
and developments of it.
In abstract argumentation, each argument is regarded as atomic. There is no
internal structure to an argument. Also, there is no specification of what is an
argument or an attack. They are assumed to be given. This abstract perspective
provides many advantages for studying the nature of argumentation, but it does
not cover all our needs for understanding argumentation or for building tools for
supporting or undertaking argumentation.
If we want a more detailed formalization of arguments than is available with ab-
stract argumentation, we can turn to structured argumentation, which is the
topic of this special issue of Argument and Computation. In structured argumenta-
tion, we assume a formal language for representing knowledge, and specifying how
arguments and counterarguments can be constructed from that knowledge. An ar-
gument is then said to be structured in the sense that normally the premises and
claim of the argument are made explicit, and the relationship between the premises
and claim is formally defined (for instance using logical entailment). This means
we can describe arguments and attacks in structured argumentation as follows:
• Argument is a tuple containing a delineation of the support (premises) for the
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argument and the claim (conclusion) of the argument. There may also be other
information associated with the argument such as how the claim is obtained from
the support.
• Attack is a binary relation over arguments that denotes when one argument is in
conflict with another argument. In structured argumentation, there is normally
a formal definition for determining when this relation holds.
In addition, some approaches make a distinction between attack and defeat rela-
tions between arguments. In these works, preferences are applied to arguments, so
that an attack only succeeds as a defeat if the attacked argument is not preferred
to the attacking argument. Then, it is this defeat relation which is used as the
binary relation in the Dung framework.
In the study of computational models of argument, there is a useful dichotomy
that we can capture using the notions of monological argumentation and dialogical
argumentation, as defined next.
• Monological argumentation Here the emphasis is on the analysis of set of
arguments and counterarguments that might be generated from some knowledge,
or given by a third party. The aim is to evaluate them, determine what arguments
are acceptable, draw conclusions from them, and perhaps make decisions based
on them.
• Dialogical argumentation Here the emphasis is on the exchange of argu-
ments and counterarguments between agents. There is the consideration of how
arguments and counterarguments are generated and evaluated, but there is also
consideration of how the agents interact (i.e. what kinds of dialogical moves they
can make), and of the options for retracting arguments, changing beliefs, etc. So
dialogical argumentation includes consideration of protocols and strategies for
the participants to follow.
In this special issue, we focus on monological argumentation. However, the ap-
proaches we present can be embedded in dialogical argumentation systems, so that
the special issue also provides a grounding for an important aspect of dialogical
argumentation.
In the following four papers in this special issue, we will consider four approaches
to structured argumentation, namely ABA, ASPIC+, Defeasible Logic Program-
ming (DeLP), and deductive argumentation. The primary intended audience for
this special issue are graduate and undergraduate students, as well as researchers
who want to use argumentation in their research, and who do not yet know (much)
about formal and computational models of argumentation. Therefore, the papers
in this issue will focus less on theoretical aspects and problems and more on design
choices, examples and applications. However, we believe that researchers already
familiar with the field will also benefit from this special issue, for example, to ob-
tain a clearer understanding of how these approaches relate and differ and of how
they can be applied in practice.
All four approaches in this special issue use logic as part of the formalization, and
there are numerous commonalities that exist between pairs of systems. However,
there are also some interesting differences between the systems. We summarize
each of these four systems as follows.
• ABA ABA is a general framework for logic-based instantiation of abstract argu-
mentation. A specific system in ABA is based on a deductive system, including
a set of inference rules. A subset of the language in the deductive system is
specified as assumptions. Each argument corresponds to a set of assumptions
that, with the inference rules, proves a claim. Attacks between arguments are
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obtained in ABA via a notion of ”contrary” of assumptions, specifying how to
contradict them. Then, an argument attacks another if its claim contradicts (is
the contrary of) some assumption in the other. ABA is equipped with a family
of computational mechanisms for capturing specific argumentation semantics,
corresponding to semantics for abstract argumentation.
• ASPIC+ The ASPIC+ framework is based on two ideas: the first is that con-
flicts between arguments are often resolved with explicit preferences, and the
second is that arguments are built with two kinds of inference rules: strict, or
deductive rules, whose premises guarantee their conclusion, and defeasible rules,
whose premises only create a presumption in favour of their conclusion. The
second idea implies that ASPIC+ does not primarily see argumentation as in-
consistency handling in a given ‘base’ logic: conflicts between arguments may
not only arise from the inconsistency of a knowledge base but also from the
defeasibility of the reasoning steps in an argument. Accordingly, arguments can
in ASPIC+ be attacked in three ways: on their uncertain premises or on their
defeasible infences, and the latter by either attacking their conclusion or the in-
ference itself. ASPIC+ is not a system but a framework for specifying systems.
A main objective is to identify conditions under which instantiations of ASPIC+
satisfy logical consistency and closure properties.
• DeLP The DeLP system is based on the language of logic programming. It in-
cludes strong negation and default negation. The language was extended with the
addition of defeasible rules and presumptions (that represent defeasible assump-
tions). Its inference engine relies on the construction of arguments to support
literals, and the dialectical analysis of the reasons for and against accepting a
particular argument. A DeLP argument, supporting a claim in the form of a lit-
eral, is considered a warrant for that claim if all the arguments that can be posed
against it are defeated. Defeat comes in the form of an undefeated argument that
attacks the original argument and it is also considered better (using some partic-
ular comparison criterion) than the one supporting the original claim. Attacks
can be directed to the claim, on internal points of an argument, or its premises
if they are presumptions of any form. The full analysis leads to the construction
of a dialectical tree with the original argument in the root and whose nodes
are arguments that can be marked defeated or undefeated, thus determining if
the root argument is a warrant or not. Four possible answers are possible for a
query: Yes, if the posed query is warranted; No, if the complement of the query
is warranted; Undecided, if neither the query nor its complement is warranted;
and Unknown, when the query is not in the signature of the program.
• Deductive argumentation This is a logic-based approach to structured argu-
mentation. Each argument is a pair (X,p) where X is a set of logical formulae,
called the premises, that entails p, the claim, where entailment is specified by the
choice of base logic (e.g. classical logic, modal logic, description logic, temporal
logic, conditional logic, etc). Various options are available for specifying when one
argument attacks another (e.g. argument A rebuts argument B when the claim
of A is the negation of the claim of B). If we are then to construct an argument
graph based on the arguments that can be constructed from a knowledgebase,
there are various options available for selecting which arguments and attacks to
include in the argument graph (e.g. being exhaustive in including all arguments
and counterarguments that can be constructed from a knowledgebase).
The four approaches described in this issue have many things in common but
also differ at several points. For example:
• Two approaches (ABA and ASPIC+) are explicitly within Dung’s abstract
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approach to argumentation, one approach (Besnard & Hunter) leaves various
choices at this point open, while DeLP deviates from Dung’s approach.
• The four approaches are at varying levels of abstraction. ABA and ASPIC+
(almost) fully abstract from the nature of the logical language and the inference
rules and can be instantiated in various ways, deductive argumentation is based
on general definitions for any monotonic logic, though particular consideration is
given to classical logic and its extensions, while DeLP has a logic-programming
like language with rules composed of propositional or first-order literals.
• Two approaches explicitly distinguish between two kinds of inference rules (AS-
PIC+ and DeLP), called strict and defeasible rules, while ABA reduces defeasible
rules to strict rules plus assumptions. In constrast, in deductive argumentation
the inference rules are the inference rules of the base logic.
• Finally, three approaches (ASPIC+, DeLP, and dedutive argumentation) allow
for the use of explicit preferences to resolve attacks, while ABA encodes prefer-
ences in assumption-premises of rules.
We refer to the individual papers in this issue for motivations of these various
design choices.
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